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Introduction

This memorial brochure is designed as a guide to 
assist you in deciding on a suitable memorial to mark 
the resting place of someone who has passed away. 
The memorials listed in this brochure are a guide and 
can be personalised and altered in any way to suit 
your needs and requirements. We specialise in 
creating bespoke memorials and are at hand to assist 
in choosing the right memorial to commemorate a 
person who has died. 

We can advise you on the many different materials, 
colours and designs available to create an individual 
memorial whilst keeping within the various 
churchyard or cemetery rules and regulations to 
ensure the memorial you chose will be authorised by 
the relevant governing authority. 

Our memorial inscriptions can be traditionally hand 
cut or can be machine cut using most recognised 
computer font. Please ask our staff for more 
information on font styles available. The inscriptions 
can be painted black, silver, white or any colour within 
the churchyard/cemetery parameters or filled with 
gold leaf. Flush or raised led lettering is also available 
depending upon the material and colour chosen for 
the memorial.

Choosing an appropriate inscription for your 
memorial is an important decision as this will be a 
lasting tribute to the person who has died. For 
guidance and advice, speak to us and we will be 
happy to sit and discuss this with you.
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Headstone Styles and Materials

Any of our memorials can be tailored to your 
individual requirements. All stone materials have 
different qualities and are suitable for different 
churchyards and cemeteries.

Granite is the most hard-wearing stone available 
and requires minimal maintenance as it is not a 
porous stone.

Nabresina, Portland and York stones, Dove Grey 
marble and Carrera (white) marble are all 
traditional materials. However, these materials 
are very porous and can be easily stained so 
require a fair level of maintenance. Nabresina, 
Portland and York are all sandstones and 
limestones and as such, are  relatively soft and 
weather more than granite. Marble is a softer 
stone and therefore not as hard wearing as 
granite.

Below are some examples of materials and 
colours available. Samples are available and on 
display at our Potters Bar office. 

Black Granite Blue Pearl
Granite

Black Galaxy Emerald
Pearl

Ruby Red
Granite

Dark Grey
Granite

Coral Red
Granite

Light Grey
Granite

Nabresina Portland

Welsh Slate York stone

Dove Grey
Marble

Carrera (white) 
Marble
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Churchyard Memorials

All Churchyards are governed by their 
individual diocese. In Hertsmere, the local 
churches are governed by the diocese of St 
Albans. A copy of the regulations can be 
obtained either on their website or at our 
offices. The memorials in this section are shown 
according to these regulations. 

CH01
Light grey granite 

ogee top headstone 
with dove of peace 

carving.

CH05
Gothic shaped Balmoral
Red Granite headstone

with natural, rustic
edges and rebate

CH06
Nabresina Peon
Top Headstone

with carved cross 

CH02
Rustic Light Grey
Granite Ogee Top

Memorial with
Cross and Rose Design

CH07
Rustic Ruby

Red Peon Top
Granite

Headstone

CH04
Rustic Square 

Top Light
Grey Granite
Headstone

CH03
Yellow sandstone

memorial with
rounded edges
and cross e�ect 
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Cemetery Lawn Memorials

The headstones in this section are suitable 
for the majority of lawn cemeteries. They 
consist of a headstone and base and the 
base can be bored to accommodate a 
flower vase in any location along the base 
of the stone. 

LM01
Dark grey granite

ogee top memorial
with gilded rose

design

LM06
Blue pearl book

memorial with carved
tassel and shaped pages 

LM02
Peon Top Blue

Pearl Headstone with
reverse sandblasted

rose and cross design

LM07
Black Granite Ogee

Top Headstone with
Sandblasted Rose

Design

LM04
Black Granite
Book Design
Headstone

LM03
Black granite ogee 
top memorial with 

churchyard window 
design

LM05
Mid grey granite

ogee top headstone
with chamfered edges
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Cemetery Traditional Memorials

The memorials in this section are only 
permitted in cemeteries or churchyards that 
allow a traditional kerbset style memorial to be 
erected to mark a grave space. The kerbset is 
usually made up of a headstone and 3 kerbs 
that outline the parameters of the grave. A 
flower vase can be incorporated into the 
memorial and the centre of the kerbset can 
either be filled with chippings, a cover slab to 
match the material of the kerbset or filled with 
soil. 

KM06
Black Granite 

Kerbs

KM04
Grey Granite Book 
Kerbset Memorial

KM02
Red Granite Kerbset 

Memorial with 
Cross

KM07
Blue Pearl Heart 

Shaped Headstone 
and kerb with 

cover slab 

KM05
Black Granite 

Ogee Top Kerbset

KM01
Grey Granite
Kerbset with
mousetrap

KM03
Flint grey granite 

memorial with 
matching chamfers 
on both headstone 

and kerbs
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Memorial Tablets and 
Cremation Memorials

The plaques and desk tablets in this 
section are designed to commemorate 
an ashes plot and a selection are suitable 
for placement within Allum Lane Cemetery. 
Those that are not permitted in Allum 
Lane are highlighted beneath the 
memorial description

DT06
Black Granite

Book Cremation
Memorial

(not permitted at Allum Lane Cemetery)

DT01
Black Granite Desk 
Tablet with Book 

Design

DT04
A black granite mock 

scroll cremation 
memorial

DT02
Black Granite Desk 
Tablet with Sand-

blasted Rose 

DT07
Ruby red granite double 

hearts entwined 
(not permitted at Allum 

Lane Cemetery)

DT03
Flat Mid Grey Granite 
Tablet with Gold Pin 

Line

DT05
Mid Grey desk Tablet 

with Sandblasted Book 
Design
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Photoplaques

A photoplaque can be a fitting and unique way 
to commemorate a person for placement on a 
memorial stone. The images below depict some 
of the styles available. Please note, these are 
only permitted at certain cemeteries 
depending on their individual regulations. 

9 x 12cm Oval11 x 15cm Oval

Standard
Antique

Finish

Crinkle
Finish

Highly
Polish
Finish

Crinkle
Finish

10cm Round
8 x 10cm

Oval/Sepia

10 x 15cm  Rectangle

9 x 10cm
Heart (right)

6 x 8cm Oval
7 x 9cm Oval

9 x 12cm Rectangle

12 x 16cm Plain Arch
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Vases

These vases are available in a number 
of different sizes to comply with 
cemetery and churchyard regulations. 

V01
Ruby Red Granite Vase

V02
Black Granite Heart 

Shaped Vase

VO4
Light Grey Granite 

Vase

V03
Black granite vase

V05

Black Granite Vase

VO7
Grey granite vase

V06
Marble vase with carved 

da�odil design
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Designs

Another way to personalise your memorial is to incorporate 
an individual design on the stone. This can be done either 
by carving, sandblasting or having a design etched on to 
the surface of the memorial. Illustrated below are some 
popular designs for inclusion on your memorial.
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